
Getting to the right GitHub configuration for your organization is often a journey. Coveros can help guide you 
through that journey by reviewing your current GitHub instance, making sure it’s configured to support your needs, 
and ensuring critical security to keep your proprietary source code and software data private. 

The Coveros GitHub Health Check provides peace of mind that you have set up and are using GitHub to effectively 
support and enhance your software development and security goals. Coveros’s GitHub experts will dive deep into 
your GitHub instance in order to validate it and create a plan for getting the most out of your use of GitHub. 

DURING YOUR GITHUB HEALTH CHECK, COVEROS EXPERTS WILL:

Review your current GitHub instance.

REQUIRED 
ACTIVITIES

Assess your full build and deployment processes with a focus on GitHub usage.

Create a report on critical issues, remediation recommendations, and best 
practices.

Fix our recommended remediations either through hands-on implementation  
or by providing support and coaching to your team.

ADDITIONAL 
ACTIVITIES

Develop a GitHub and development process improvement roadmap.

Implement the improvement roadmap (usually through coaching over a period 
of time with a hands-on option).

Provide continuing education and support through reevaluation and coaching 
office hours.

HEALTH CHECK PRODUCT  
REVIEWS MAY INCLUDE:

n Full GitHub Platform
n GitHub Copilot
n GitHub Advanced Security (GHAS)
n Enterprise Implementations

WHY COVEROS?
For more than 15 years, Coveros has 
provided organizations of all sizes with 
everything they need to build better 
software, faster. Coveros equips organiza-
tion to modernize software delivery while 
optimizing business value. Achieve excep-
tional results through our integrated suite 
of services including: hands-on consulting, 
learning and coaching, industry leading 
events, and collaborative communities.

As a premier GitHub partner, our expert 
training and consulting services help or-
ganizations implement and advance their 
use of GitHub’s suite of tools to enhance 
their delivery.

CONTACT US
Want to learn more about Coveros’s full 
slate of GitHub support services?

GitHubSolutions@Coveros.com 

coveros.com/github

929.341.0139

Build Better Software, Faster with Coveros and GitHub

COVEROS GITHUB HEALTH CHECK 
Ensure your organization effectively implements and uses GitHub.
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